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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes rescheduling algorithms for improving schedules obtained by dispatching rules with a commercial software program, MozArt, developed by VMS Solutions Co., Ltd.. Schedules for flexible flow shops with sequence-dependent setup times and job splitting are analyzed. The objective of the algorithms is to reduce the completion time by decreasing the number of setups and setup times. We first identify four types of problems with badly assigned job sequences and unnecessary idle times in given schedules derived from dispatching rules, and solve the problems by changing the sequence of jobs or splitting jobs. The performance of the proposed algorithms is tested with randomly generated instances based on real data from a factory in Korea.

1 INTRODUCTION

Parallel machine scheduling problems, a special case of flexible flow shops, are NP-hard even when only two machines are considered (Bruno et al. 1974). It is therefore hard to obtain an optimal sequence of jobs even using only two parallel machines within a reasonable time. Because of the complexity of the scheduling problems, many studies have developed heuristic algorithms that are intuitive and efficient in practical applications. Dispatching rules, which consist of heuristic algorithms, sequence jobs in order of their priorities and assign them to the machines that become available. The well-known dispatching rules, which are the shortest or longest processing time (SPT or LPT) first rule and earliest due date (EDD) rule, are widely used for complex scheduling, for example, in semiconductor or LCD manufacturing, crude oil, casting, and battery processing. The dispatching rules provide efficient solutions for short times for many practical applications, but are not usually optimal. Hence, workers who are responsible for scheduling jobs modify and revise the schedules based on their own experience in order to reduce the number of setups or setup times and eventually the completion times of jobs. Therefore, in this research, we develop rescheduling algorithms for improving schedules that are derived from dispatching rules by using a software program, MozArt (Manufacturing Operation Zone by Abstract Real Time), developed by VMS Solutions Co., Ltd.. Schedules for flexible flow shops with sequence-dependent setup times are considered. We first identify four types of problems, dealing with badly assigned job sequences and unnecessary idle time that occur in schedules derived from the dispatching rules, and solve the problems...
by changing a partial sequence of jobs or by splitting jobs. The performance of the proposed algorithms is tested with randomly generated instances based on real data from a factory in Korea.

In the rest of this paper, we review the previous studies in Section 2, and describe the software, MozArt, in Section 3. We then define the four types of problems, and present a problem searching algorithm and a schedule adjusting algorithm in Section 4. The results of numerical experiments will be shown in Section 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Studies on generating schedules of jobs by means of dispatching rules have been extensively conducted. Pickardt et al. (2010) coupled simulation-based genetic programming with dispatching rules for semiconductor scheduling in order to minimize weighted tardiness. Dispatching rules with different combinations of the priority-based rules, such as first-in-first-out (FIFO), SPT, EDD, critical ratio (CR), weighted shortest processing time (WSPT), and weighted modified due-date (WMDD) rules, were automatically generated by the proposed genetic algorithm. Vinod and Sridharan (2011) developed a simulation modeling-based scheduling method using a due date assignment dispatching rule for a dynamic job shop production system. Chen and Matis (2013) proposed a dispatching rule, ‘weight-biased modified RR rule’, to meet the due dates of high priority jobs. Lin and Lin (2013) presented a mixed-integer programming model for unrelated parallel machine scheduling with release dates, and developed dispatching rules to get a good schedule in a reasonable computational time. Li et al. (2013) analyzed complex manufacturing systems, especially semiconductor manufacturing systems, and proposed a data-based scheduling framework that consists of an adaptive dispatching rule (ADR) and a simulation method that estimates the performance of the schedule generated with the ADR. Other studies used metaheuristic algorithms for machine scheduling (Wu et al. (2012) and Hao et al. (2014)).

Rescheduling jobs, in which a partial or whole sequence of jobs is adjusted when there are unexpected problems, such as machine breakdown and jobs arriving late, have been extensively studied. The previous studies on rescheduling can be categorized into three parts: (1) defining unexpected cases that require rescheduling, (2) rescheduling methods reacting to those cases, and (3) evaluating the rescheduling methods (Pinedo 2015). Hall and Potts (2010) proposed a rescheduling method for handling unexpected delays in starting time. Dong and Jang (2012) developed two heuristic algorithms with a tabu search heuristic and a simulated annealing approach in order to minimize the impact of machine breakdown in job shop schedules. Katragjini et al. (2013) used a greedy algorithm to propose a rescheduling method to achieve a good trade-off between schedule quality and stability. Gurel and Cincioglu (2014) first introduced the number of delayed jobs as an evaluation measure for the stability of rescheduling and proposed a mixed-integer second-order cone-programming model to minimize the measure. Most of these previous studies assumed that rescheduling is performed only when initial schedules are affected by exceptional events. In this study, we analyze the given schedules and improve them by adjusting sequences of jobs and by splitting jobs.

3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION WITH MOZART

In this section, the commercial software program, MozArt, is introduced and specific problems identified in given schedules from dispatching rules are described. MozArt is an integrated development and operations solution, which is implemented for production planning and scheduling applications, with a virtual model created by abstraction from real manufacturing. Figure 1 shows the coverage of MozArt in the processes of planning and scheduling. MozArt mainly covers five processes: master planning (MP), lot pegging, factory planning (FP), FAB simulation, and scheduling (Ko et al. 2013). Production target for a week is set in MP, and daily plans to meet the weekly target are decided in FP. Given the weekly and daily targets, the MozArt RTF (return to forecast) module carries out the process of lot pegging, which maps specific lots to demand. Considering a due date, production target quantity, lead time, and WIP, MozArt RTF calculates which lot should be pegged into a certain demand with a backward stepwise
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simulation. Assignment of the lots to machines, operating times of each machine, and changes of WIP level are estimated by the MozArt LSE (loading simulation engine) module with a forward stepwise what-if simulator. Using the what-if simulator, MozArt LSE drives a fab simulation by testing various scenarios for production before real production begins. The MozArt APS (advanced planning and scheduling) module generates lot-in-and-out plans and machine schedules to be executed. For machine scheduling, each machine chooses the dispatching rule that selects the next lot to be produced. The dispatching rules include the rules to meet the demand, reduce cycle time, keep the WIP balance, and minimize the number of job changes; these include rules such as EDD, FIFO, and minimum/maximum lot size constraints. With a weighted-sum approach, MozArt APS calculates which dispatching rule should be used for a machine.

The problem we consider is LCD manufacturing with flexible flow shop lines in which parallel machines are arranged to do several processes in series. Processes we examine intensively are photolithography processes that are regarded as bottlenecks, because improving the bottlenecks can greatly enhance the KPIs (key performance indicators), such as the completion time or setup related measures. There are 10 different photolithography processes, and 17 parallel facilities which can carry out all of the photolithography processes with sequence-dependent setup times. For this scheduling problem, a job is defined as a set of lots that are processed consecutively on a machine. Since a job is composed of lots, a job can be split up into several lots, or some lots can be combined into a job. The objective of the problem is to reduce completion times by decreasing setup times and the number of setups.

4 ALGORITHM FOR SCHEDULE IMPROVEMENT

4.1 Problem Classification

We first define the four types of problems with badly assigned job sequences and unnecessary idle time in schedules, which can be improved later. The problems are derived by analyzing the schedules of a real LCD manufacturing facility using MozArt.

Figure 1: Outline of MOZART (Ko et al. 2013).
4.1.1 Problem 1. Job Sequence Change on a Machine

The first problem is one in which setup times of jobs in a schedule can be reduced by changing the job sequences on a machine. Figure 2 illustrates an example of Problem 1 in EQP \( p \) of STEP \( i \) where EQP \( p \) and STEP \( i \) indicate the \( p \)th machine and process step \( i \), respectively. We denote \( S_{n,k}^i \) to indicate the setup time between jobs \( n \) and \( k \) in step \( i \), where \( i \) is a set of photolithography processes. As you can see in Figure 2, when the positions of jobs 2 and 4 on a machine are switched, the completion time of the machine decreases because of the setup time reduction. If jobs 1 and 4 consist of lots of the same product, even the number of setups can be reduced. To switch the sequence of jobs \( n \) and \( k \), where the position of job \( n \) is ahead of job \( k \), in order to improve the original schedule, several conditions should be satisfied. When \( R_{n}^i, ST_{n}^i, \) and \( C_{k}^i \) denote the ready time, starting time, and completion time of job \( n \) in step \( i \), respectively, and \( R_{n}^{i'} \) stands for the ready time of job \( n \) in step \( i \) in the newly adjusted schedule, the conditions that can reduce the completion time of a machine are as follows:

\[
S_{n-1,k}^i + S_{k+1,n}^i + S_{n,k+1}^i \leq S_{n-1,n}^i + S_{n,n+1}^i + S_{k-1,k}^i + S_{k,k+1}^i \quad \forall k, n
\]  

(1)

\[
R_{n}^{i+1} \leq ST_{n}^{i+1} \quad \forall n
\]  

(2)

\[
R_{k}^{i} \leq C_{n-1}^{i} + S_{n-1,k}^{i} \quad \forall k, n
\]  

(3)

The condition for which the sum of setup times should be reduced when the job positions are switched is presented in (1). When the sequence of jobs \( n \) and \( k \) is switched, setup times regarding the switched jobs are changed. The left-hand side stands for changed setup times and the right-hand side stands for the original setup times associated with the switched jobs. Conditions for which the switching of the job positions should not affect the schedule of the next and previous steps are presented as (2) and (3), respectively.

4.1.2 Problem 2. Job Position Switching Between Machines

The second problem is similar to Problem 1, in that the sum of setup times is reduced by changing job positions, but is different because jobs in different machines are switched. Figure 3 shows an example of Problem 2. When jobs 2 and 5 switch positions, the sum of setup times in both machines can be reduced, as can the completion time of the two machines. To search for whether switching the positions of jobs \( n \) and \( k \) assigned to different machines can improve the schedule, the following conditions should be satisfied:
Conditions (4) and (5) are related to the reduction of the sum of setup times on the two machines. Conditions (6) and (7), and (8) and (9) ensure that the altered job positions should not affect the schedules of the next and previous steps, respectively.

4.1.3 Problem 3. Job Position Switch Between Machines with Job Splitting

In the third problem, job splitting is considered in addition to that in Problem 2. An example of Problem 3 is presented in Figure 4. When job 2 is split into two parts (or subjobs), and the processing time of one part is exactly the same as that of job 4, the total setup time can be reduced by switching the positions of jobs 2 and 4, even though the number of setups increases. To investigate Problem 3, we need several conditions. When the processing time of job \( n \) is longer than that of job \( k \), the conditions for Problem 3 are as follows:

\[
S^i_{n-1,k} + S^i_{k,n+1} \leq S^i_{n-1,n} \quad \forall k, n
\]  
\[
S^i_{k-1,n} + S^i_{n,k+1} \leq S^i_{k-1,k} + S^i_{k,k+1} \quad \forall k, n
\]  
\[
R^{i+1'}_n \leq ST^{i+1}_n \quad \forall n
\]  
\[
R^{i+1'}_k \leq ST^{i+1}_k \quad \forall k
\]  
\[
R_k^i \leq C^i_{n-1} + S^i_{n-1,k} \quad \forall k, n
\]  
\[
R_n^i \leq C^i_{k-1} + S^i_{k-1,n} \quad \forall k, n
\]  

Figure 3: An example of Problem 2.
Conditions (10) and (11) are used to search for possible setup time reductions that can result from switching the job positions. Conditions (12) - (15) analyze the possibility of job changes that do not affect the other steps.

### 4.1.4 Problem 4. Job Sequence Change to Eliminate Idle Time

The last problem tries to reduce idle times of a schedule by job sequence changes. As you can see in the original schedule in Figure 5, there are sometimes idle times that are caused by dispatching jobs with inappropriate rules. The original schedule in Figure 5 can be improved by switching the positions of jobs 2 and 3 in step $i + 1$, and by moving the starting time of job 3 in step $i$ forward by splitting job 2. As a result, the idle time on the machine can be eliminated, and its completion time can also be reduced.
idle times exist between jobs \( n \) and \( k \) (\( n < k \)) in step \( i \), the following conditions are needed to search for Problem 4:

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{n,k}^i + S_{k,n}^i & \leq C_k^i - C_n^i \quad \forall k, n \quad (16) \\
S_{n-1,k}^{i+1} + S_{k,n}^{i+1} & \leq S_{n-1,n}^{i+1} + S_{n,k}^{i+1} \quad \forall k, n \quad (17) \\
R_{n-k}^{i+2} & \leq S_{n-1}^i \quad \forall n \quad (18) \\
R_k^i & \leq C_{n-1}^i + S_{n-1,k}^i \quad \forall k, n \quad (19)
\end{align*}
\]

Condition (16) ensures that the setup time caused by splitting a job in step \( i \) should not exceed the idle time of the machine. Condition (17) indicates that the setup time should be reduced in step \( i + 1 \) when the sequence of jobs \( n \) and \( k \) is switched. Conditions (18) and (19) ensure that the job position switch should not affect the next and previous steps, respectively.

### 4.2 Problem Searching Algorithm

In this section we present the problem searching algorithm. All of the possible pairs of jobs allocated in photolithography processes are searched to find out whether they belong to any one of the proposed four problems by using the conditions derived in Section 4.1. The problem searching algorithm is as follows:

1. **STEP 1.** Generate a schedule using MozArt.
2. **STEP 2.** Select a photolithography process to be searched.
3. **STEP 3.** Generate all possible pairs of jobs in the selected process for searching problems.
4. **STEP 4.** Examine whether the pairs of jobs belong to the four types of problems by using the problem searching conditions.
5. **STEP 5.** Repeat **STEP 2** through **STEP 4** for the rest of the photolithography processes.

### 4.3 Schedule Adjusting Algorithm

When the problems are detected with the problem searching algorithm, the schedule is improved by using the schedule adjusting algorithm. When multiple problems are found for a job, the problem that can reduce the completion time the most is selected. The schedule adjusting algorithm has the following steps:

1. **STEP 1.** Select a pair of jobs that are found to be a problem.
2. **STEP 2.** Check whether a job of a selected pair is duplicated in other pairs of jobs. Go to **STEP 3** if duplication is found; otherwise, go to **STEP 4**.
3. **STEP 3.** Compute improved completion time of all the job-related pairs, and keep only the pair that lowers the completion time the most when the schedule is adjusted.
4. **STEP 4.** Adjust the schedule of the pair of jobs.
5. **STEP 5.** Iterate **STEP 1** through **STEP 4** for the rest of the pairs of jobs that have been identified as problems.
5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Using the real process parameters of LCD manufacturing in Korea, we generated five sample datasets. A schedule based on the sample data with MozArt produces 11 products in 3 days. The five sample datasets have same total quantity of demands. A difference between the sample datasets is demands for each products. Sample 1 has the same demands for all the products, and the demands for the number of one, two, four, and six products are set to be 20% higher than other products in samples 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. As mentioned in Section 3, there are 10 photolithography processes and 17 parallel machines which can carry out all of the 10 processes with sequence-dependent setup times. About 60 jobs are carried out by photolithography processes in the given schedules. Using the datasets, we applied the problem searching and schedule adjusting algorithms, and investigated the number of problems searched for each dataset and improvement of KPIs. Sequence-dependent setup times for layer change that makes a facility can conduct a different photolithography process are set to be 10% of processing time for a photolithography process which is to be changed. The number of searched problems, which is defined in Section 4, for each dataset is summarized in Table 1. A total of 11 problems were found on average. An average number of 3.8, 1, 1.4, and 4.8 problems were detected for each type of problem, respectively. The number of problems found in sample 3 is the largest whereas sample 5 has the smallest number of problems. We can also recognize that the schedules from samples 2 and 3 have more idle times than others in Table 1 since problem 4 is mostly searched in sample 2 and 3. Tables 2 to 4 show how the KPIs are improved when the schedule adjusting algorithm is applied. As you can see in Table 2, the completion times of 3.4 facilities were reduced on average by up to 111.2 seconds per machine. The improvement of setup times is presented in Table 3. For sample 3, the sum of setup times was reduced by 829 seconds with the largest deviation, and the sum of setup times of sample 2 was decreased by 122 seconds. In the number of setups, samples 1 and 2 showed no difference after the schedule adjustment. Sample 3 had two setup reductions, and one setup was removed in samples 4 and 5.

Table 1: Number of problems found in sample data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample data</th>
<th>Problem 1</th>
<th>Problem 2</th>
<th>Problem 3</th>
<th>Problem 4</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Improvement of completion times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample data</th>
<th>Number of improved facilities</th>
<th>Reduction of completion time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>-111.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3: Improvement of setup times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample data</th>
<th>Setup time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>121,771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>114,906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>102,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>129,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>132,730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Improvement of the number of setups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample data</th>
<th>Number of setups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSION

This research has proposed rescheduling algorithms for improving given schedules derived from dispatching rules. We have first identified the four types of problems by analyzing sequence-dependent setup times of jobs and idle times of machines, and then revised the schedules by switching positions of jobs and splitting jobs. For the numerical experiments, the real data from a factory in Korea were taken, and five sample datasets were generated. We were able to find an average number of 11 problems for each sample dataset with the proposed algorithms. The completion times, the number of setups, and the setup times were reduced accordingly. Future research might include identifying more problem types, conducting numerical experiments with extensive demand scenarios and extending the results to job shop schedules.
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